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PRESIDENT’S PLAYBOOK-STATS
43 – 82 – 165 – 217 –222 – 463 – 4940

Do these numbers have any significance?
It depends.

My staff says that’s my go-to answer to every ques-
tion ever asked about insurance coverage. With how 
long I have been in the insurance business, it’s too 
bad I haven’t figured out how to make residuals off of 
that term! My staff and I could all retire.

When thinking about what I wanted to convey in my 
first message as president, I stepped back and con-
sidered what is UFAA’s mission at the local Chapter 
level and at the National level. Since I joined so long 
ago, what better way to do this than to scrutinize the 
website to see our public face.

================================

So, review that sequence of numbers again, can you 
possibly ascertain what role they serve to promote 
UFAA?

================================

What I found is that our renewing members under-
stand us, and we cover the “how-to-rejoin” in all of 
43 words. They are returning because they under-
stand the value that UFAA provides to them; so, it 
isn’t a tough sell. We “spend” over 10 times as many 
words explaining our membership levels (that’s the 
463 count).

This makes me think about my own agency’s pro-
tocols for welcoming new clients and our efforts to 
secure annual FFR and quarterly FFS appointments 
with our existing clients. Do your protocols need 
some polishing?

Double that renewal language word count and you 
near the 82 words with which we synthesize UFAA’s 
tangible benefits; perhaps demonstrating the con-
ciseness of bullet points! 

•	 Access to Alternate E&O coverage
•	 Understanding Your Contract
•	 National Convention
•	 Access to Farmers historical documents and 

legal library
•	 Agent Referral Program
•	 Exit Strategies
•	 Legal Discussions 

•	 Tax Guide 
•	 Full Archive of “The Voice”
•	 Understanding Your E&O Policy

165 was a surprise to me. I would have expected this 
to be higher because it is the count for our entire 
online FAQs. Could it be that our prospective or exist-
ing members are simply not curious? Doubtful. Could 
it be that our mission is defined with such clarity that 
there is little left unanswered? Unlikely.

The next two in sequence are very close at 217 and 
222, covering our Code of Ethics and About Us 
respectively.

Can you conceive what would take nearly five-thou-
sand words to cover? If you guessed UFAA History, 
you are correct. What do I want the history for the 
first female President of this organization to show? 
For one, that will be the first and last time, I’ll mention 
that first. If I can look back on my tenure and see the 
energy and unity that we experience at convention 
poured into each endeavor and an association that is 
stronger for my presence, I will be pleased.

I know that I am, and believe that our board is, open 
to dialog and ideas from the greater membership 
whether this is directly with us or via the Chapter 
Presidents (CP’s). Together, let’s anticipate and make 
positive changes, create intelligent growth, and 
protect our traditions especially of “Agents Helping 
Agents” ®.

There will be plenty of opportunities for you to provide 
your opinion as the Board and CP’s work together to 
listen to the greater membership and to implement 
new ways to grow, help, and engage all. Whether 
participating in an opinion poll or survey, voicing 
suggestions, or sharing your expertise, we hope you 
will join us in creating our prosperous future vision of 
Agents Helping Agents!

With each of us running our own business, we are 
ripe for investment in ourselves, each other, and the 
industry. I for one am excited about the year ahead.

Can this board count on you to be primed for an indi-
visible focus on our positive growth?

We have just begun our journey,

10-4,

Mary Gruenberg
UFAA President



Whether you are buying, selling  
or just want to accelerate your growth  
– this is the guide to get!

• How to determine your agency’s value
• Key benchmarks to consider
• Growth through acquisition
• The agency acquisition process
• How to plan your exit

What’s  YOUR Agency 
Really Worth?

WWW.SMARTCHOICEAGENTS.COM   |    888.264.3388

scan here!

http://www.smartchoiceagents.com/blog/whitepapers
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A RECAP OF THE UFAA NATIONAL 
CONVENTION IN LAS VEGAS

Las Vegas, the city of lights and dreams, recent-
ly played host to the United Farmers Agents Asso-
ciation (UFAA) National Convention, an event that 
brought together dedicated insurance professionals 
from across the country.  The convention spanned 
three days, with each day filled with enlightening 
sessions, elections, and thought-provoking discus-
sions.

Day 1:  Setting the Stage

The convention opened with a board meeting, where 
key decisions and strategies for the upcoming year 
were discussed. This behind-the-scenes look at 
UFAA’s inner workings set the tone for the conven-
tion.  Simultaneously, the Chapter Presidents con-
vened, promoting a sense of unity and community 
among leaders at the grassroots level.  It was an 
opportunity for the chapter leaders to share their in-
sights and challenges, fostering a sense of collabo-
ration. 

As the day unfolded into evening, the vendor exhibits 
and hospitality area buzzed with activity, showcasing 
the latest industry tools and services.  Agents had the 
chance to network and learn about ways to enhance 
their businesses.  The atmosphere was electric as at-
tendees exchanged ideas, kindled old connections, 
and forged new ones.

Day 2:  Insights and Inspiration

The second day commenced with President, Tom 
Schrader, calling the meeting to order.  This was fol-
lowed by the traditional Credential Members Com-
mittee Report, confirming the attendees’ credentials. 
Sergeant of Arms Glenn Cannon counted attendees, 
ensuring an accurate tally. A thoughtful invocation 
by Kent Underwood set a reflective mood, remind-
ing everyone of the importance of their work. Chuck 
Simpson led the Pledge, symbolizing the commit-
ment to the association’s values.

The State of the Association and Board Reports pro-
vided an overview of UFAA’s achievements, chal-
lenges, and future goals. These reports serve as a 
roadmap for the organization’s development.

The day concluded with two dynamic speakers, Mike 
Miller of SmartChoice and Mike Hodges of SIAA, 
who offered insights into innovation and growth in 
the insurance industry. Their presentations inspired 

attendees to adapt to the changing landscape and 
embrace new opportunities.

Day 3:  Building for the Future

The final day began with an invocation by Jim Melin 
and the Pledge, led by Kim Rich, reinforcing the com-
mitment of UFAA members to their mission. Nomi-
nations and elections took center stage, determining 
the future leadership of the association. The intro-
duction of the new board members was met with 
anticipation and applause, symbolizing a fresh start.

Dirk Beamer’s personal experience insight provided a 
unique perspective on leadership challenges and the 
importance of collaboration. The By-law discussion 
and adoption ensured that the association’s gover-
nance structure aligned with its evolving needs.

Three compelling speakers took the stage, each of-
fering valuable knowledge to attendees. Mike Pexa’s 
talk on “A Four-Letter Word Everyone Needs to 
Hear” encouraged agents to embrace change and 
innovation. Dr. Eugene Kaufman explored “Customer 
Relationship Management in the Insurance Industry,” 
emphasizing the importance of client relationships. 
Ted Paris’s presentation on “Allstate Agent Similar-
ities/Challenges to Farmers Agents” shed light on 
industry dynamics.

The convention concluded with an open discussion 
on “Issues Facing Farmers Agents and Possible 
Solution/Work Arounds.” Attendees actively shared 
their challenges and brainstormed innovative solu-
tions. The convention served as a platform for idea 
exchange, problem-solving, and fostering a sense of 
community.

In the heart of Las Vegas, the UFAA National Con-
vention was a testament to the dedication, innova-
tion, and unity of Farmers agents across the nation. 
As attendees departed, they carried with them new 
knowledge, valuable connections, and a renewed 
sense of purpose, ready to face the ever-evolving in-
surance landscape. The convention had fulfilled its 
mission of strengthening the UFAA community and 
inspiring its members to build a brighter future for all. 

Mary Gruenberg
UFAA President
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In the fast-paced world of insurance, success often 
hinges on making the right choices and seizing oppor-
tunities. As the owner of Mueller Insurance Agency 
LLC, I’ve navigated the ins and outs of agency own-
ership, and I understand the immense significance it 
holds in the insurance industry. Today, I want to shed 
light on the remarkable journey of becoming an insur-
ance agency owner with Farmers Insurance and offer 
encouragement to those facing challenges in the 
industry.

Becoming an insurance agency owner with Farmers 
Insurance is a dream within reach for individuals 
armed with the right qualifications and unwavering 
determination. The journey typically commences with 
an application process that scrutinizes your back-
ground, financial capacity, and business acumen. 
Farmers Insurance is on the lookout for those who are 
dedicated to crafting a thriving insurance agency while 
embracing their values of exceptional customer ser-
vice and community involvement. The road to agency 
ownership may have its hurdles, but persistence and 
preparation will ultimately lead to success.

One of the invaluable advantages of owning a Farmers 
Insurance agency is the extensive training and support 
you receive. As someone who has been a licensed 
insurance agent since 2008, I can attest to the impor-
tance of continuous learning in the insurance arena. 
Farmers offers comprehensive training programs 
to ensure that agency owners and their teams pos-
sess the knowledge and skills required to excel in the 
business. Additionally, agency owners have access 
to the United Farmers Agents Association (UFAA), a 
supportive organization created by Farmers Agents 
for Farmers Agents, committed to helping members 
reach their full potential through education, communi-
cation, support, and information. Never stop learning. 
Embrace every opportunity to grow and improve, and 
you’ll thrive in this ever-evolving industry.

Farmers Insurance boasts a wide array of insurance 
products, encompassing auto, home, business, and 
life insurance. This expansive product line empow-
ers agency owners to cater to the diverse insurance 
needs of their clients. Farmers is recognized for its 
dedication to innovation and staying at the forefront 
of industry trends, ensuring that agency owners can 
provide clients with the latest coverage options.

We must embrace change and innovation. Adaptability 
is the key to staying relevant and meeting your clients’ 
evolving needs.

Farmers Insurance places a strong emphasis on com-
munity involvement. As a Principal Agent and Agency 
Owner, I’ve seen first-hand the positive impact an 
insurance agency can have on its local community. 
Farmers actively supports initiatives that enable 
agency owners to give back, fostering strong commu-
nity relationships and enhancing the agency’s repu-
tation. You’re not just an insurance provider; you’re a 
community partner. Your involvement can make a real 
difference.

Agency ownership with Farmers Insurance offers a 
remarkable degree of entrepreneurship. You have 
the liberty to shape your agency’s identity, build a 
team, and devise your marketing strategies. Farmers 
provides the framework, but you have the autonomy 
to run your agency as you see fit, making it an ideal 
choice for those with an entrepreneurial spirit. Don’t 
be afraid to think outside the box. Your creativity and 
innovation can set your agency apart from the rest.

Owning an insurance agency can be financially 
rewarding. While the initial investment and hard work 
are substantial, the potential for a stable and grow-
ing income is significant. Farmers Insurance offers 
competitive compensation and performance-based 
incentives that can further motivate agency owners. 
No matter what career opportunity you choose; the 
path to success may be challenging, but the rewards 
are worth the effort. Stay dedicated and watch your 
agency flourish.

Becoming an insurance agency owner with Farmers 
Insurance is a journey filled with opportunities for a 
fulfilling and prosperous career. It’s an opportunity to 
serve your community, build a strong financial future, 
and unleash your entrepreneurial spirit. As a licensed 
insurance agent, I urge those with a passion for insur-
ance and a commitment to exceptional service to 
explore the path of agency ownership. It’s a decision 
that could open doors to a rewarding and impactful 
career in the insurance industry.

I leave you with this final thought: Believe in yourself 
and your potential. Every challenge is an opportunity, 
and every setback is a setup for a comeback. Embrace 
the journey, and success will follow.

Patricia Mueller
Proud to be a Farmers Agency Owner,  
and a UFAA member.

FINDING SUCCESS AS AN INSURANCE AGENCY 
OWNER WITH FARMERS INSURANCE
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ARE YOU AWARE OF UFAA’S BENEFITS?
•	 Have the opportunity to pursue alternate  

E&O coverage

•	 An understanding of your signed contract

•	 Opportunity to attend our annual national  
convention

•	 Access to Farmers historical documents and 
legal library

•	 An agent-to-agent clientele referral program 
across the US

•	 Exit strategies

•	 Legal discussions

•	 Legal documentation allowing you to sell  
your agency

•	 The SECA Tax Guide

•	 Full archive on the Voice Magazines

•	 An understanding of your E&O policy

•	 Weekly e-mail blasts to address current issues 
affecting members

Looking at the above, where are going to find all this 
within the Farmers network?  You cannot, as Farmers 
provides none of these outlets.

In the 39 years that I was an agent for Farmers, it 
always amazed me as to how UFAA members were 
perceived.  We here in Omaha were described as old, 

cranky, loners, combative with local and state man-
agement, whiners, criers, the list goes on.  Well, join 
UFAA and you will find the exact opposite here in Ne-
braska and nationally, in members going above and 
beyond in helping fellow agents.  Personally, it was a 
breath of fresh air to join UFAA and get that needed 
advice from those who already went down the road 
that I was now going on.  The advice received was a 
godsend when it came to advertising, pursuing refer-
rals, PC assistance, legal advice, etc...  More so when 
it came to personal investments.  -  That advice led to 
a very secure comfortable retirement!

Better yet, venture off to our national convention and 
experience a whole new world with fellow agents 
from across the U.S. who will share their successes 
and failures.  In addition, re-read your Voice where 
you will find quarterly articles not presented else-
where and further read the articles written by Dirk 
Beamer, our legal counsel.

In closing, did you know that independent agents 
have the Independent Insurance Agents Associa-
tion (IIAA), while State Farm, Farm Bureau, All-State, 
American Family and Nationwide all have their as-
sociations?  Well, what association do you belong 
to?  -  Become part of a National Association and join 
UFAA for only 35 dollars a month.

Tom Dahulick
Former UFAA Membership Director
Omaha NE

BECOME A UFAA MEMBER TODAY
We are “AGENTS HELPING AGENTS”®

Some of the benefits you receive with your membership:
• Access to Alternate E&O coverage
• National Convention
• Agent Referral Program
• Exit Strategies
• Legal Discussions
• Tax Guide
• Full Archive of The Voice Magazine
• Understanding Your E&O Policy

Access to Alternate E&O coverage

National Convention
Agent Referral Program
Exit Strategies
Legal Discussions
Tax Guide
Full Archive of The Voice Magazine
Understanding Your E&O Policy

We are “AGENTS HELPING AGENTS”®
 

Some of the benefits you receive with your membership:

 
 

Become a UFAA Member Today  
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In the competitive landscape of the insurance indus-
try, a well-crafted marketing plan is essential for 
the success and growth of your agency. A compre-
hensive marketing plan can help you reach a wider 
audience, increase brand awareness, and ultimately 
boost sales. In this article, we will guide you through 
the steps to build a successful marketing plan for 
your insurance agency.

Define Your Goals and Objectives:

The first step in creating a marketing plan is to estab-
lish clear and measurable goals. What do you want 
to achieve with your marketing efforts? Do you aim 
to increase the number of policies sold, expand your 
client base, or enhance customer retention? Setting 
specific, achievable objectives will provide direction 
and focus for your marketing strategy.

Know Your Target Audience:

Understanding your target audience is crucial in 
insurance marketing. Identify the demographics, 
needs, and preferences of your ideal clients. This 
knowledge will allow you to tailor your marketing 
efforts to better resonate with potential customers 
and provide them with valuable solutions.

Conduct Market Research:

Market research helps you stay informed about the 
latest industry trends and competitive landscape. 
Analyze your competitors and identify opportunities 
where your agency can stand out. Also, assess the 
demand for different insurance products in your area.

Develop a Unique Value Proposition:

What sets your insurance agency apart from the 
competition? Develop a unique value proposition 
that highlights your strengths and the benefits of 
choosing your services. This should be a central 
message in all your marketing efforts.

Choose Marketing Channels:

Select the marketing channels that best reach your 
target audience. Common channels for insurance 
marketing include:

Website and SEO: Invest in a user-friendly website 
with informative content and optimize it for search 
engines to increase online visibility.

Social Media: Utilize platforms like Facebook, Linke-
dIn, and Instagram to engage with your audience 
and share valuable content.

Email Marketing: Send out newsletters, updates, and 
educational materials to your subscribers.

Content Marketing: Create blog posts, articles, vid-
eos, or infographics that provide valuable informa-
tion about insurance topics.

Pay-Per-Click (PPC) Advertising: Run targeted ad 
campaigns on platforms like Google Ads to attract 
potential clients.

Create Compelling Content:

Content is king in modern marketing. Create 
high-quality, informative, and engaging content that 
addresses the questions and concerns of your tar-
get audience. This can establish your agency as an 
authority in the insurance field and build trust with 
potential clients.

Build Relationships:

Insurance is a relationship-based industry. Focus 
on building strong relationships with your clients by 
providing exceptional customer service and person-
alized solutions. Encourage referrals and testimoni-
als from satisfied clients to build credibility.

Set a Budget:

Allocate a budget for your marketing plan. Be realis-
tic about what you can afford and what you expect 

BUILDING A SUCCESSFUL MARKETING 
PLAN FOR YOUR INSURANCE AGENCY

 What have you found 
success with?

Where will you invest 
additional resources in 2024?
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to gain from your investment. Track your marketing 
expenses to ensure you stay within budget.

Measure and Adjust:

Regularly monitor the performance of your market-
ing efforts. Analyze key performance indicators such 
as website traffic, conversion rates, and customer 
acquisition cost. Use these insights to adjust your 
marketing strategy for continuous improvement.

Conclusion:

A successful marketing plan is an indispensable 
tool for growing your insurance agency. By defin-
ing your goals, understanding your target audience, 
conducting market research, and leveraging various 
marketing channels, you can enhance your agency’s 
visibility, attract new clients, and build lasting rela-
tionships. Remember that consistency, adaptability, 
and a focus on providing value are key to achieving 
your marketing goals in the ever-evolving insurance 
industry.

Mike Lillo
UFAA Treasurer

Independence is calling,
are you answering?

CHAMBERS BAY INSURANCE GROUP
HELPS AGENTS...

www.joincbig.com

Get access to carriers that make them truly competitive
Gives them agency ownership

Recieve higher commissions and profit sharing

By giving them support they need to be more profitable

contact@chambersbayins.com
253-244-9006

http://www.insuranceagencylawyer.com
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https://asnoa.com/more
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LEVERAGING CRM FOR LONG-TERM 
CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS IN THE 

INSURANCE INDUSTRY
The dynamics of the insurance industry are continu-
ally evolving, and in this competitive landscape, the 
importance of Customer Relationship Management 
(CRM) cannot be overstated. For insurance agents—
particularly those affiliated with Farmers Insurance—
mastering CRM is integral to both customer retention 
and overall business strategy.

The Pivotal Role of CRM

Customer Relationship Management is not merely a 
tool or a system; it’s a holistic approach to managing 
interactions with both current and potential custom-
ers. Through CRM systems, brokers can collect, ana-
lyze, and utilize data, thereby creating a 360-degree 
view of the customer. Such insight is crucial in tai-
loring products, offering personalized services, and 
even anticipating customer needs before they artic-
ulate them. Thus, CRM forms the backbone of a cus-
tomer-centric approach.

The Primacy of Customer Experience

In the insurance industry, products are often com-
plex, and the stakes are high. The customer experi-
ence, therefore, plays a pivotal role in customer sat-
isfaction and long-term loyalty. Positive experiences 
build trust, ensuring that your clients don’t just pur-
chase a single policy but become lifelong patrons. 
Elements like quick response time, transparent com-
munication, and personalization can differentiate you 
in a saturated market.

Long-term Viability

The virtues of CRM extend beyond transactional in-
teractions; they lay the foundation for long-term re-
lationships. Building trust takes time but is essential 
for the long-term viability of customer relations in the 
insurance industry. A consistent track record in ser-
vice quality and adaptability to changing customer 
needs are both facilitated by robust CRM systems. 
Herein lies the ability to turn customer satisfaction 
into customer loyalty.

 
 

Challenges and Takeaways

However, implementing CRM is not without its chal-
lenges—especially in terms of data management and 
customer privacy. Poorly managed CRM systems 
can become a liability. The key to overcoming these 
challenges lies in choosing the right CRM software, 
continuous training, and staying updated on best 
practices.

Major Takeaways

1. CRM is a Business Imperative: In today’s com-
petitive market, effective customer relation-
ship management is not optional but neces-
sary for survival and growth.

2. Customer Experience is King: A strong CRM 
strategy can elevate customer experience, en-
suring not just satisfaction but long-term loy-
alty.

3. Long-term Viability is Built on Trust: Sus-
tainable customer relationships require con-
sistent, high-quality service, facilitated by 
well-managed CRM systems.

4. Be Cognizant of Challenges: Like any other 
tool, CRM must be handled with expertise to 
mitigate risks related to data and customer 
privacy.

In conclusion, for insurance brokers aiming to make a 
meaningful impact, embracing CRM is non-negotia-
ble. Not only does it allow for a nuanced understand-
ing of customer needs, but it also offers avenues for 
enhanced customer interaction, thereby influencing 
long-term relationships that are mutually beneficial.

Dr. Eugene Kaufman 

Dr. Kaufman is the Senior Director of Strategy at the Business 
Development Council in Las Vegas.  He is also the Speakers’ 
Bureau Chair of (US Small Business Administration’s) SCORE 
- Las Vegas Chapter. He is also a teaching faculty member of 
both the College of Southern Nevada and the graduate and un-
dergraduate School of Business for the University of Phoenix.
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THE FIRE!!!
I have been a Farmers agent for over 30 years, I love my 
clients and what I do almost every day.  Our loyal cus-
tomers are like family to my wife and I; we know them 
all,  their  kids, their stories.   Being a Farmers agent 
always comes with challenges and rate pressure, but I 
have told my clients for my whole career that the rea-
son I’m a Farmers agent is that “Farmers Pays Claims!”.
This is a story of one such claim and a reminder to all 
of us of “What we really do”.
In 2021 after living in my house for 26 years, my fam-
ily and I came around a corner to see a house fully 
engulfed in flames in our neighborhood, it turned out 
to be our house.
You never expect the unimaginable to happen to you, 
but it can and in my case it did.
We were very lucky; we were not home when it hap-
pened, and my two dogs and cat were saved.  Thank 
God I had an alarm system with a fire alarm (lesson 1).  
We had a fireproof gun safe that had all of our import-
ant papers, passports, titles, birth certificates, etc.  We 
also had our lifetime full of family photos in a large 
heavy wooden chest and it survived the fire.   In our 
case the things that were difficult or impossible to 
replace were mostly safe (lessons 2 & 3).
I contacted Farmers claims on that Friday and the fol-
lowing Monday I was contacted by an amazing adjuster 
in the large loss department. The following two days, I 
had two Farmers claims adjusters at my home assess-
ing the extensive damage. The fire had been so hot 
that all of the appliances in my kitchen had melted, the 
fire had gotten into the gap between my roof and ceil-
ing and had engulfed the entire top of the structure.  It 
was still standing thanks to the valiant efforts of our 
fire department, but just barely.  
Farmers’ amazing adjusters used 360-degree digital 
cameras to photograph everything that was left in the 
house and to document the damage. On the fifth day, 
I walked around the remnants of my house with my 
lead adjuster, and we opened everything that couldn’t 
be photographed like cabinets and storage containers 
to complete the assessment of my personal property 
loss.   We also met with a Farmers preferred resto-
ration contractor who began the job of assessing what 
was needed to rebuild.   As a Farmers  agent, I chose 
to go with this contractor for two important reasons; 
I wanted to see the com-
pany and their vendors in 
action and the Farmers 

contractor would guarantee their work for 10 years. The 
industry standard is one year.
This was the longest, worst week of my life, so far...
I’m sure many of you have been to fire scenes, but I’m 
telling you it’s disgusting and the smell stays with you 
forever.  You’re forced to throw away your shoes and 
clothes, something I basically no longer had.  We had 
nothing, no hairbrushes or toothbrushes, no clothing, 
luckily, we had an amazing network of family, friends 
and neighbors.   They all helped us in any way they 
could, and it was so amazing it still brings tears to my 
eyes.   It completely  renewed my faith in humanity, 
which had been tested greatly in 2020. 
Two days later, my adjuster informed me that my 
home and contents were a total loss, and that she had 
deposited my personal property limit into our bank 
account. We would also begin the process of assess-
ing and planning our rebuild.   We are talking seven 
days since my fire, SEVEN DAYS!
Farmers had been to my home, assessed the damage 
and made payments.  I have been in this industry for my 
entire adult life and that just doesn’t happen.  My life-
long creed was true and there for all to see FARMERS 
PAYS CLAIMS!   I am now a walking talking Farmers 
commercial, and I will be for the rest of my life.
I had a Protector Plus homeowners policy, I had 
bought the day I closed on my home 26 years before.  
I think it’s a great policy, but it has some older pro-
visions that  turned out to be outdated...   It can only 
provide 125% extended dwelling replacement  cost, 
and only has 12 months loss of use.   My home had 
been estimated by the 360-value system to have a 
replacement cost of $290,000, I had insured it at 20% 
higher than that which I thought was more than suffi-
cient.  It turned out it was not (lesson 4).  
When all was said and done my home repair claim had 
a maximum policy limit payout, 125% of my dwelling 
limit, 10% debris removal, 10% code upgrade.  We had 
been able to save my home’s foundation, the subfloor 
and framing in my basement, the front porch and rear 
deck framing.   Had this not been possible, I would 
have been upside down on my repair by an estimated 
$150-200,000.   Because of the ability to save part of 
the structure, the permits were much less expensive 
due to a remodel vs. new construction.   My point in 
all of this is that the 360-value system is a tool we use 
every day, and it has limits.   It was not staying cur-
rent with the 26% building material inflation that had 

 Is this guarantee true 
in your state?
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occurred since 2020, in fact the estimate and the final 
cost went up over 25% from 2021 to 2023.  I now only 
write either 150% extended dwelling replacement cost 
or guaranteed dwelling replacement cost.  I also have 
this conversation with every customer and prospect 
about the true costs of a fire and the repairs.   I have 
increased most of my customers to higher limits and 
or higher replacement costs.   I also pay a lot more 
attention to my 360-value estimates to make sure I 
agree with the results.   This is probably the biggest 
lesson I can pass on to all of you (lesson 5).  
It also turned out that due to the situation with COVID 
19 the process of getting permits had been greatly 
delayed. We didn’t get our first permit until the last 
day of March 2022, almost 10 full months after the fire.  
Twelve months of loss of use is no longer long enough.  
I was fortunate that my loss of use adjuster was also 
incredible  and very forthcoming.   He informed me 
of the 12-month time limit so after a long discussion 
I decided to wait to begin using this coverage for 3 
months.  When I did begin using it, Farmers made the 
process very easy, I had a house I could rent in my 
neighborhood, and Farmers rented the house, and 
filled it with everything we needed to continue our 
lives, rented furniture, a stocked kitchen, TV’s, linens, 
appliances, etc.  This process was also very well han-
dled, in fact I literally have no complaints about my 
Farmers claims experience at all.   The lesson here is 
that you need to pay attention to loss of use cover-
ages.  I now will only write 24 months, and you have 
to pay special attention to our condo and renters pol-
icies. They only provide a percentage of the contents 
limit; I increase this coverage on every policy I write, 
and I tell my story to the prospect or existing customer.  
It’s a pretty reasonable coverage in most cases and its 
value to our clients on “their worst day” is unbeliev-
able (lesson 6).
“What we really do” is protect our customers from 
the unthinkable, the financial and emotional costs of 
experiencing their worst day.   We are not salespeo-
ple but trusted advisors, who hold the knowledge of 
how to survive and navigate their hardest and worst 
life experience.
Please share my story with your prospects and cus-
tomers and use it as a tool to get past price and get to 
the heart of the matter… financial protection, proper 
coverage.  Insurance is not a product to save money 
on or buy based on price, it’s your most important 
financial product and protection (lesson 7).
After 2 years and 2 weeks we were finally able to move 
back into our rebuilt home.  The construction project 
had been a long and grueling experience, but Farmers 
claims, and my preferred contractor had walked us 

through every step  of the process.   Having to pick 
every feature of a home is a daunting task.  Every fix-
ture, faucet, sink, paint color, cabinet, floor covering, 
appliance, countertop, doors, doorknobs, window 
trim, all of the design aspects.  It took a great amount 
of our time in 2022 and 2023.  But the final completed 
project turned out to be amazing.   
In closing, I would tell you that I’m a lifelong and lifer 
Farmers Agent. “I’m a Walking Farmers Commer-
cial”.    The challenges of being a Farmers agent are 
great, but the rewards are as well. 
I love my colleagues, my customers, and you don’t 
hear this every day, but I love my District Manager.   
He is an amazing friend, resource, and he always has 
my back, I think he’s the best District manager in the 
company.  
I am also a lifer with UFAA, it is the association of 
Farmers agents, and their creed is “agents helping 
agents’.  My father’s motto was “help somebody if you 
can ‘’.  That’s how I see my affiliation with UFAA.  I can 
help agents with my knowledge, and they can help 
me with theirs.   Together we can navigate the often 
confusing and treacherous waters of being a captive 
Farmers agent.   The knowledge, and camaraderie I 
have gained in UFAA have made me a better, more 
informed, and professional agent.  I just attended our 
annual convention and the lessons you can learn to 
help your business and career thrive are invaluable.   
You also now have access to a national network of 
Farmers agents, so you know what’s happening in our 
company as a whole, not just in your state.  It’s one of 
the best investments in my chosen profession I have 
ever made (lesson 8).
To all of our members I say thank you and to all of 
our non-members I say “Why?”  Why wouldn’t you join 
the Farmers Agents Association?  Why wouldn’t you 
use every tool at your disposal to be the best Farmers 
agent and trusted advisor you can be?
Thank you for your valuable time, 
A 30 plus year Farmers Lifer and UFAA Chapter President

LESSONS TO LEARN
LESSON 1 Importance of having an alarm system

LESSON 
2&3

Protect difficult or impossible to replace 
items in fireproof safe 

LESSON 4 Replacement Cost – What’s sufficient?

LESSON 5 360 Estimate – Write 150% extended or 
guaranteed replacement

LESSON 6 Loss of Use – 24 months and condo/renters
LESSON 7 Insurance is vital (not an area to skimp)

LESSON 8 Invest in yourself, JOIN UFAA
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Gain Access to 50+ Carriers!
We’re empowering captive agents with the tools they need to build 
scalable brokerages with unlimited growth potential. 

OTHER 
AGGREGATORS: 

THE DARKHORSE DIFFERENCE 

What everyone else is doing PLUS: 

+  Carrier 

Check Out Our 
Carrier 
Lineup

Set up a Call to 
Learn 
More:

+  100% Ownership
+  Consistent High-Quality Leads 
+  Up to 100% Commission
+  Access to 50+ Carriers Nationwide
+  Proprietary Automated Tech Stack  

+  Unrivaled Training and Mentorship
+  Commercial Expertise to 10x Your Revenue

& Infrastructure

+  Contracts 
+  Profit Sharing

Appointments 

http://www.groupeando.com
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EXCLUSIVE AGENTS COPING WITH 
MARKET TIGHTENING MESSAGE

Agents are deciphering and making business chang-
es to respond to the October 2023 announcement of 
further business tightening due to increased Farmers 
Insurance Group® of Exchanges (Exchange) loss and 
reinsurance costs. Additionally, we have the harmful 
effects of continued tightening within the reinsur-
ance markets. (Source : https://www.reinsurancene.
ws/reinsurance-property-market-to-harden-into-
2024-and-beyond-says-fitch/)
Some agents will have to deal with limited 2024 
non-renewals. The Company is cutting management 
expenses with an 11% employee layoff and agent 
compensation cuts on base renewal commission.  
The new Company CEO is trying to right the ship by 
improving loss ratios and the Exchange surplus ratio. 
We also need to be less reliant on reinsurance. The 
first step in April 2023 was a geographical reduction 
of higher-risk insurance. The Company in October 
announced expense cuts and policy non-renews 
for many loyal clients, which will hurt the Exclusive 
Brand. The CEO’s decisions are prudent and prop-
er assuming the Exclusive Agent Channel is not the 
only channel absorbing non-renewals and stricter 
new business guidelines. Exclusive Agency partners 
are scrambling to deal with these business decisions. 
Your success will be measured by how you react to 
this adversity. You will find an acceptable solution 
when considering your priorities:  
•	 Family and Faith
•	 Employees
•	 Customers
•	 Contract Options: Please review your Agent 

Appointment Agreements (AAA) and guidelines 
to ensure you are 100% aware of outside-line 
placement limitations

•	 Financial Commitments/Obligations
We know this topic is challenging for any agent. If 
you need help, seek out fellow agents to discuss. The 
United Farmers Agent Association members have 
another resource: reaching out to Chapter leaders 
or fellow members for guidance or support.  Some 
Agents may need professional assistance. Please 
remember the Company has a free Agent Assis-
tance Program (family, work, money, legal services) 
(888)319-7819.         
I have decided to ride out the storm primarily to help 
new/current clients find insurance solutions during 

a very tough market. Know that market conditions 
are cyclical and Exchange profitability will return. 
Remain hopeful that our Exclusive Company partner 
will remain committed to its exclusive agents and 
widen their market doors again! 
Monitor the health of the Exchanges by reviewing the 
below metrics.  You can find these metrics below with-
in financial reports at https://www.zurich.com/en/ 
investor-relations or https://investors.farmers.com/ 
All-lines quota sharing (ALQS) ceding percent 
ALQS treaties compound the challenge of reducing 
reinsurance (as these treaties have some drawbacks, 
such as lower profitability, dependency on reinsurers, 
and potential conflicts of interest). No quota sharing 
is ideal, to enable the purchase of the Met Life P&C 
portfolio (finalized in April 2021), the reported partic-
ipation ratios rose significantly.
•	 Year-end 2020: 26% (in my opinion, already high)
•	 Year-end 2021: 31%
•	 Year-end 2022: 31%

Note:  Farmers RE (Reinsurance Company owned by 
Zurich) ALQS participation increased from 1.75% to 
8.5% of ALQS as of December 31, 2022.  
Surplus Ratio (higher is better- getting below 30% 
is an issue) 
•	 Year-end 2020: 45.0% 
•	 Year-end 2021: 41.2%
•	 Year-end 2022: 35.2%    
•	 2023- 1st Quarter: 34.0%, 2nd Quarter: 30.2%,  

3rd Quarter: 28.4%* 
 Note:  Three Exchange brokerage entities (Kraft 

Lake Insurance Agency, Western Star Insurance 
Services, Farmers General Insurance, and the 
flood program servicing arm) will be sold to 
Zurich [3rd Quarter Zurich News Release]. This 
$760 M reported sale is expected to increase the 
Exchange surplus ratio by 3 points. 

Exchange Surplus Loans  
•	 Year-end 2020: $2.048B
•	 Year-end 2021: $2.048B
•	 Year-end 2022: $1.948B (w/$203M expiring note 

due 2024)  
Jeff Felger
UFAA Legal Activities Director

https://www.reinsurancene.ws/reinsurance-property-market-to-harden-into-2024-and-beyond-says-fitch/
https://www.reinsurancene.ws/reinsurance-property-market-to-harden-into-2024-and-beyond-says-fitch/
https://www.reinsurancene.ws/reinsurance-property-market-to-harden-into-2024-and-beyond-says-fitch/
https://www.zurich.com/en/investor-relations
https://www.zurich.com/en/investor-relations
https://investors.farmers.com/
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SIAA Blog Oct 10, 2023

HARD MARKET, CLIENT-CENTRIC 
SOLUTIONS

In the midst of the current hard market cycle, inde-
pendent insurance agency owners are navigating a 
challenging landscape. With record price increas-
es in premiums and stricter underwriting guidelines 
from carriers, your clients may be grappling not so 
much with coverage adequacy or complexity, but 
with sheer cost. Understanding this backdrop and 
deploying effective client retention strategies are 
key for agencies to thrive, rather than merely sur-
vive (or falter).

Prioritizing Clients in a Challenging Environment

In this environment, retaining clients will be the 
linchpin for success. That means being attuned to 
their needs and concerns and proactively employ-
ing solid communication strategies.

•	 Build strong relationships. Deepen 
connections with clients to foster trust  
and loyalty.

•	 Stay ahead of concerns. Be informed about 
the current market dynamics, preparing to 
address any client inquiries with both clarity 
and understanding.

•	 Maintain open communication. Clearly ex-
plain policy details and the reasons behind 
changes in premium costs.

•	 Use client data proactively. Employ your 
agency management system to identify 
potential issues early. Analyze data to pinpoint 
and prioritize clients who might be most 
affected and reach out to them before they 
come to you with concerns.

•	 Listen actively. Make clients feel understood 
and acknowledged. Their loyalty is built on 
trust.

Reasons Behind the Rise

Proactively informing your clients about the state 
of the market, the reasons for stricter underwrit-
ing guidelines and price hikes can foster trust and 
transparency. Communicating often and early can 
help prepare clients before any potential sticker 
shock. Consider these vital points to help explain 
the current conditions:

•	 The rising cost of goods and services affects all 
industries, insurance included.

•	 As the cost to replace or repair assets increas-
es, so does the insurance cost.

•	 An uptick in the number or size of claims can 
influence prices, even if the client has not 
had any claims. These can be due to regional 
weather events, a rise in auto accidents, in-
creased litigation and other factors impacting 
carrier profitability.

•	 While supply chain issues and labor shortages 
are improving, we are not out of the woods. It 
may take longer to replace or repair property 
or auto damage. These disruptions are causing 
costs to rise for insurance companies, leading 
to increased premiums.

Now, more than ever, is the time to position your 
agency as not just a service provider, but as a trust-
ed partner. By understanding the intricacies of the 
hard market and maintaining open, proactive com-
munication, you stand to strengthen your agency’s 
resilience and deepen client relationships.

siaa.com | The Agent Alliance

https://www.siaa.com/when-the-price-isnt-right-navigating-price-complaints-in-a-hard-market/
https://www.siaa.com/when-the-price-isnt-right-navigating-price-complaints-in-a-hard-market/
https://www.siaa.com/mastering-client-communication-in-a-hard-market-key-strategies-for-independent-insurance-agencies/
https://www.siaa.com/mastering-client-communication-in-a-hard-market-key-strategies-for-independent-insurance-agencies/
https://www.siaa.com/hard-market-client-centric-solutions/


Support. 
Inspire. 
Adapt. 
Achieve.

If you’re considering making the move to 
independence, we’re here to champion your 
success. As an SIAA member, you’ll enjoy the 
flexibility of independence while leveraging 
the resources of a nationwide community, 
from cutting-edge technology to training and 
services to help you adapt to today’s and 
tomorrow’s marketplace. You’ll also benefit 
from local mentoring and support.

To learn how you could be the owner of your 
own independent agency, contact us today.

Make the SIAA Move
 siaa.com
 info@siaa.com

http://www.siaa.com
mailto:info%40siaa.com?subject=
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